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RESEARCH PAPER OVERVIEW
This research paper explores how companies and brands are leveraging the mobile camera to
enhance the customer experience. The following research identifies different ways that image
recognition and AR technology can be used to improve search and advice, create interactive
retail experiences and surface additional information.

EVOLVING LANDSCAPE
“2018 will be the year where the smartphone camera takes a quantum leap in technology”
The Smartphone’s Future: It’s All About The Camera
With the rise of mobile commerce, brands are seizing the the opportunity to tap a captive
audience of users already on their phones to take pictures and make purchases.
"Retailers Continue To Experiment With Visual Search." Glossy, 2017
“The next chapter of e-commerce is helping consumers find the products they didn’t even know
they wanted, and visual search is an enabler of that type of discovery-driven commerce online.
Apu Gupta. CEO and Co-founder, Curalate
“Despite all the excitement around augmented reality, it's still struggling to find its place in retail.”
“Even With Hype, AR Struggling To Scale.” MarTech, 2017
“Beyond the general use cases that are already pretty familiar, other spaces could benefit from
adopting visual search moving forward.”
“Visual Search Products Like Google Lens Could Revolutionize Online Shopping.”
VentureBeat, 2017
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Visual Search Streams
Layering visual-recognition capabilities into the search process to help shoppers find the
products they're after by simply snapping a photo.

Target
Target is partnering with Pinterest to integrate its visual search technology known as Lens
into Target’s apps, to allow Target shoppers to snap a photo of any product, and then find
similar items available for sale at Target. When a consumer sees something they like out
in the real world, they can simply take a picture with Pinterest’s app then find out
additional information, like where to buy the item, how much it costs, or other ideas. Lens
will help connect online and mobile shoppers to Target products, even if the photo they
snapped is not something found at Target itself.
tcrn.ch/2zNurBa
West Elm
West Elm's Pinterest Style Finder is an online AI tool that scans Pinterest to recommend
furnishings. To start, shoppers upload pictures for inspiration. Then, using a neural
network-powered visual recognition service provided by New York-based AI startup
Clarifai, the Style Finder tool gets a sense of style from a shopper's or anyone else’s
Pinterest board of images and returns a shortlist of furniture, rugs, curtains, mirrors, and
other items in about 10 seconds. West Elm Pinterest Style Finder is an extension of the
in-person service West Elm provides at its 100 stores U.S., Australia, Canada, and the U.K.
bit.ly/2zHQRWo
Ebay
eBay’s two visual search tools allow online shoppers to use photos they snap, have saved
on their phone, or even those they find while browsing the web or other social networking
sites, in order to find matching products from eBay’s catalog. The tools, Image Search and
Find it on eBay, leverage advancements in computer vision and deep learning, including
the use of neural networks, the company notes.
‘Image Search’ allows mobile consumers to take a photo of something they want to buy
or use an image saved to their phone’s Camera Roll in order to shop eBay. The website
will then return listings of items that are either a close match or at least visually similar to
the product you’ve photographed.
‘Find it on eBay’ allows shoppers to start their search on any social platform or while
browsing the web on a mobile device - like reading a favorite blog or website, for
example. They can then “share” an image they find with eBay, and the app will surface
similar listings.
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tcrn.ch/2j0FWwO
Google Lens
Google Lens uses machine learning to do a real-time visual search of a user’s
surroundings from their phone’s camera lens. Users point their phone at a storefront and
a Google Maps result for the storefront comes up. The result contains information about
the particular storefront, such as its name, customer satisfaction rating, hours, etc. — much
like the current search results in Google Maps. The tool aims to allow retail brands to
expand their omnichannel strategy to include both online and in-store pickups, as well as
help brick-and-mortar small businesses to draw more local foot traffic.
bit.ly/2hC7Hj1
Snap To Customize
Visual recognition technology analyzes information from images to provide consumers with
personalized advice and feedback.

Homehero
HomeHero is described as a ‘virtual energy assistant’, which aims to help consumers save
money on their energy bill. By scanning your bill’s QR code, the bot is able to tell you
how much you can save by switching to a cheaper tariff. While most users are likely to
use the service to actually switch, the additional ‘Balloon Hunt’ game also provides a bit of
frivolity. The game works by asking for a photo of something that uses energy. In return,
HomeHero will tell you how many balloons of CO2 it produces, alongside some extra
trivia about its usage.
tcrn.ch/2j0FWwO
Amazon
Amazon added a visual recognition tool for Prime members called Outfit Compare, that
will judge customers clothing and recommend the best option. Users can upload two
pictures of themselves in different outfits and receive a response in a few minutes letting
them know which looks better. The results take into account fit, color, style, and current
trends, and that the app “is powered by a team of fashion specialists.” Each outfit gets
scored on a Style Scale, and is given a ranking from “Definitely Pick This One!” to “We
Like This Better” to “It Was A Close Call.” Images need to be head-to-toe to work with
Outfit Compare, so headshots won’t work.
bit.ly/2z5Mc1u
Original Stitch
Men’s clothing startup Original Stitch created an AI tool called Bodygram, designed to
allow people to order custom shirts that match the fits of their favorite shirts without
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requiring them to measure their bodies. Users snap a photo of their favorite button-down
(along with a standard sheet of paper for scale) and the app analyzes the image to
determine proper measurements. Original Stitch then uses the data to design a custom
shirt and the resulting clothes are made to order in Japan and mailed to the company’s
customers. People can choose from a variety of fabrics for their shirts, and customize
different parts of the garment with various materials if they choose to do so.
bit.ly/2i2PWcj
Warby Parker
Warby Parker’s mobile app is using the iPhone X’s face mapping technology to
recommend glasses that will best fit a customer’s face. Users download and open the
Warby Parker app, and tap “Find your fit.” Using the phone’s advanced sensors, users
hold their iPhone X camera up to scan their face, and the app generates results that will
find the dimensions of their face. Users can then select to trial or buy the glasses from the
app.
bit.ly/2hFELq3
Virtual Test Drive
Brands are using augmented reality technology to enable shoppers to trial products remotely.

Target
Target’s “See It In Your Space” feature uses augmented reality technology that allows
online shoppers to use their smartphone camera with Target’s website in order to see
how furniture they’re considering buying will look in their room. To use the tool, users
click a button “See it in your space” from the product detail page on the Target mobile
site. Then, users take a photo of their space and move, scale and rotate the product in
question using directional arrows and other controls, or by pinching and dragging the
object across the phone’s touchscreen. The end result is a photo of the product – like a
chair, table, shelf, cabinet, etc. – in the shopper's room. Shoppers can choose to add the
item directly to their shopping cart on the image that appears, if they decide they want to
purchase it.
tcrn.ch/2mugvZM
IKEA
Home goods retailer IKEA leverages Apple’s ARKit to let customers envision furniture
items inside their living spaces. Users download the ARKit app and use their smartphone
device to to snap a photo of the place where they would like to visualize the IKEA object.
Then they browse the app for an item, select it to insert in into their phot an d move it into
a place that works for them. They can share their pictures or save them, and user the app
or price and reserve the items, and eventually buy them on a local site. The app
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automatically scales the size of objects to fit into the space that they have snapped. IKEA
has also rendered the images as three-dimensional objects in the app, complete with
shading that responds to light in the given location that users have snapped and the
texture of materials on the products.
tcrn.ch/2wn2Fb7
Digital Reveal
Leveraging mobile tools to unlock interactive content and experiences around in-store
experiences and product launches to build community and create excitement, blurring the lines
between physical and digital shopping.

Nike
Nike’s SNKRS app launches hyped products using augmented reality to unlock exclusive
merchandise, and prevent auto-buying bot tools from immediately purchasing exclusive
drops upon release. To unlock exclusive sneakers, sneakerheads go to the product page
in the SNKRS application, tap on a 3D model of the sneaker and then point their
smartphone’s camera at a special SNKRS poster, sticker or web version of it that Nike put
up across NYC. Then, sneakerheads can access the sneakers and choose their size,
address before purchasing. As a result, the AR technology has essentially eliminated the
issue of bots, and takes the sneaker hunt to a level of fair game.
engt.co/2hErMVE
Toys R Us
Toys R Us’s augmented reality game called PlayChaser, a mobile app developed for the
retailer by PlayFusion, brings the toy shopping experience to life. The app includes about
ten games throughout the store, starting with a greeting from Geoffrey the Giraffe when
kids enter. The game also ties into loyalty programs and can provide shopping incentives
to encourage people to shop in the physical retail locations, which will also provide
customer behavior insights to help the company better understand children’ play and
preferences. Toys R Us is also adding Play Labs to 42 stores, which invite parents and
kids to sit down and test some of the season’s hottest toys.
bit.ly/2zJitu7
QVC x YouCam
Multiplatform retailer QVC is teaming up with Perfect Corp.’s YouCam makeup app to
allow real-time virtual try-ons for a special selection of beauty products. As part of QVC’s
first broadcast television augmented reality purchase experience, viewers can test the
products directly from mobile devices by downloading and using YouCam to explore
color options and finishes in seconds. QVC already has the ability to tell the background
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of its beauty features and merging of mobile AR technologies provides a mess-free
avenue to see how a shade looks before buying.
bit.ly/2vS0Hm3
Ambient R&D
Companies are implementing augmented reality technology to provide companies with customer
feedback and consumer behavior insights.

ShelfPoint
Tech vendor Cloverleaf launching AI-powered digital signs that slide over retailers'
shelves to give marketers insights about who is standing in front of their store displays.
The technology, called shelfPoint, a 4-foot by 2-inch digital screen that wraps around
retailers' shelves and displays digital ads that can be swapped out on the fly. Built-in
optical sensors then detect anonymous information about shoppers. The technology can
examine someone's facial expressions and let retailers see traffic patterns and consumer
demographics.
bit.ly/2hw2zZK
Marmite
British food brand Marmite uses facial recognition for “TasteFace,” a digital experience
that reads the grins and grimaces of Marmite eaters to determine whether they hate or
love the stuff. Users can visit the Marmite site on their mobile phone and the the
TasteFace web app, built on the Microsoft Emotion API, will even gauge their level of love
or hate for the product on a scale of 0 to 100. Then, users can share GIFs of their
TasteFace results with friends via social media. The online push is part of a broader
“Marmite Gene Project” that aims to offer scientific evidence that people are born
predisposed to like certain things, while others are genetically programmed to spit it out
after the first bite.
bit.ly/2zGQqMl
Walmart
Walmart is using cameras at the checkout counter to improve customer service. The
mega-retailer filed a patent for technology that tracks changes in customers’ facial
expressions and movements to identify when a customer is unhappy. The system would
then alert employees of the situation and instruct them to report to the checkout register
to help the customer in need. Aside from tracking customer behavior, the technology
would also keep a record of customer spending behavior. Using biometric data collected
from customers’ facial expressions, Walmart would link changes in mood to changes in
spending.
bit.ly/2juNnAv
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Information Overlay
Companies are using augmented reality to give consumers access to valuable product
information and other details as they shop.

Mastercard x Qualcomm
Mastercard, Osterhout Design Group, and Qualcomm have created a prototype retail
experience that incorporates augmented reality glasses, iris authentication, and seamless
mobile payments, seeking to excite companies and consumers about the potential of AR
to reshape the retail experience. The demo uses photorealistic augmented reality,
enabling the shopper to look at clothing on the racks and view digital details, such as the
price. While looking at a physical item, users can view digital details on the display of your
glasses. Mastercard’s Masterpass will authenticate the shopper, using the Qualcomm iris
scan tech, which scans a user’s eye to identify them. The shopper then selects a card
from their Masterpass-enabled wallet and completes the purchase by selecting the
Masterpass button on the screen. Items can be taken home from the store or shipped,
depending on availability.
bit.ly/2jvs55R
Snoqualmie Brewery
Snoqualmie Brewery’s newest Pale Ale makes use of augmented reality to create an
interactive experience for the consumer. When the bottle is viewed with the naked eye, it
shows a serene waterfall scene. When this same image is viewed through the screen of a
mobile device and the free Layar app, it comes to life, showing viewers a range of fun
scenes. Some of the animations that come to life include fish swimming upstream, birds
flying by, as well as the brewmaster going over the falls in a barrel.
bit.ly/2yJHfHa
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RELEVANT PSFK REPORTS
PSFK’s Advertising Playbook 2018

This report is a strategy toolkit for brands to
successfully produce the most vital component
in today’s digitally-saturated marketplace:
experience marketing. To move beyond novelty
activations and one-time gimmicks, PSFK
equips marketers with the insights, templates
and analytics to develop high-reach campaigns
that meet consumers in the moment, collect and
build upon experiential data, and build scale
through content creation.
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ABOUT PSFK
PSFK is a leading innovation-consulting firm that drives change at some of the world’s most
forward thinking organizations including Google, Intel, Red Bull and Samsung.
At the center of our work is a robust trends research methodology that leverages grounded
theory analysis and expert opinion. By having a deep understanding of trends at the core of a
project, we can start the process of making recommendations about products, marketing,
services and retail. This process also includes global scouting, competitive review, stakeholder
engagement, workshopping and other practices.
In addition to our bespoke work, the consultants on the team both oversee the direction of the
content produced on our daily intelligence platform at PSFK.com, and publish reports on key
topics including the Future of Retail and Future of Advertising.
ABOUT PSFK
PSFK is a business intelligence platform for creative
professionals. Since 2004, we’ve provided insights,
research tools, advice and immersive experiences to
help our members as they build better products,
services, marketing and retail.
PSFK MEMBERSHIP INCLUDES:
- Full access to PSFK.com
- Full access to PSFK industry-focused newsletters
- Full access to PSFK's library of Trends Research
Reports (reports published monthly)
- Access to Chat-A-Researcher - Ask the PSFK
research team questions for 48-72 hour response.
PSFK LABS SERVICES:
- Commissioned deep-dive research and innovation
consulting
- User-Case Scenario Planning
- Product and service concepting
- Workshops
- Benchmarking

OUR WORKSHOPS
PSFK leverages its research findings, strategic
recommendations and other conceptual work to
develop 1-day workshop sessions. These sessions
are structured as a collaborative discussion to
present the team with research and encourage
new and broader thinking.
A typical workshop includes a half-day spent
immersing the wider team in trends and a half-day
ideating around the possible consequences of those
trends on customers, retailers and products.
By the end of the session, the group will
have identified at least 3 blue sky strategies and
8-12 quick win initiatives.
BESPOKE RESEARCH
PSFK develops recommendations by combining
analysis from trends research, competitive review,
client data and expert opinion to identify higher-level
brand engagement strategies and tactical initiatives.
Our Playbooks help brands understand the trends they
can leverage and the opportunities they can build off
of them.

CONTACT

Jeff Weiner | jeff.weiner@psfk.com | 516-359-3453
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